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StructureDirections:In this part there are 10 incomplete sentences,

each with four suggested answers. Choose the one you think is the

best answer. Mark your choice on the Answer Sheet by drawing with

a pencil a short bar across the corresponding letter in the brackets.1.

What _________ the doctor most was that he could not find the

cause of the disease.A. astonished B. amazed C. surprised D. puzzled

答案：D2. I was earning barely enough to keep body and ________

together.A. heart B. soul C. mind D. mentality答案：B3. The

excessive smoking and drinking seriously ________ his lungs.A.

affected B. worried C. effected D. influenced答案：A4. In those

African countries the exports are mainly _________ materials, such

as timbers and minerals.A. raw B. crude C. fresh D. original答案

：A5. Near the scene of the crime , the police arrested two men

whose behavior appeared _______.A. ambitious B. anxious C.

suspicious D. notorious答案：C6. It was so unbelievable that he

should have stolen the money _________ the suggestion was made

that he might have been threatened.A. which B. what C. that D.

although答案：C7. The number of registered participants in this

year’s long-distance race was half _________ last year’s.A. of B.

of those of C. those D. that of答案：D8. I’ll inform you as soon as

I _________ the news.A. am getting B. get C. will get D. shall get答

案：B9. This is a primary requirement that all motor cars



_________ tested regularly for the sake of safety and efficiency. A.

must be B. will be C. be D. are答案：C10. Wood does not conduct

electricity, _________A. so doesn’t rubber B. nor does rubber C.

neither doesn’t rubber D. nor rubber does答案：BPart Two

Reading ComprehensionDirections:In this part there are 4 passages

followed by questions or unfinished statements, each with four

suggested answers. Choose the one you think is the best answer.

Mark your choice on the Answer Sheet by drawing with a pencil a

short bar across the corresponding letter in the brackets.Questions

11-15 are based on the following passage:Passage 1If you are like

most people, your intelligence varies from season to season. You are

probably a lot sharper in the spring than you are at any other time of

the year. A noted scientist, Ellsworth Huntington (1876-1937),

concluded from other men’s work and his own among peoples in

different climates that climate and temperature have a definite effect

on our mental abilities.He found that cool weather is much more

favorable for creative thinking than is summer heat. This does not

mean that all people are less intelligent in the summer than they are

during the rest of the year. It does mean, however, that the mental

abilities of large numbers of people tend to be lowest in the

summer.Spring appears to be the best period of the year for thinking.

One reason may be that in the spring man’s mental abilities are

affected by the same factors that bring about great changes in all

nature.Fall is the next-best season, then winter. As for summer, it

seems to be a good time to take a long vacation from thinking!11.

Huntington based his conclusions on ___________.A. records of



change in his own intelligenceB. work with peoples in different

climatesC. records of temperature changesD. all of the above答案
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